Believe we to add another sheet to the one of yesterday — I no longer doubt what you mean + you think you will not be allowed to return here + this you say to me when you are al- ready gone. — To tell you the truth + the anguish is of no use. — I can use it to say that I do not agree that + do not desiring of obtaining the very reverse by our prayers + our trusting in myself, or any one else but the Lord Blessed Mother + St. Joseph whom I met you to-day. But + prayers does not prevent action, therefore do I trust you will do all you can to avoid such thing. — Should + of the spiritual responsibilities you have undertook hers towards so many souls, faithful ones too. — Can you leave them in suspension. Can you not say that + many other things that you knew the Holy Father himself works not for you unless you were willing. — Then I hope
you cannot live in Europe necessary time
you have been there in two years you have been sick & Mr. Charles tells me to say you are not well
you will never be well I fear whilst you are obliged to be away from here
I know you suffer considerably, it often fell when you were here this last time that you were not happy any more — I think the burden is too heavy for your physical strength I think I know your temperance better than any one & I feel you will
will endure that burden — Do not give it up as soon as you can & return to your own
your dear home here — It seems to me
that so many American Bishops being now in Europe would willingly give a
wind in favor of having the Brother House brought to America — People here say every time it has been spoken of, it is impossible that will never take place, but nothing is impossible to God & that has never prevented me to pray
for it & for all you need in every thing & that I shall continue to do may
God has manifest his Will
This is no stretch of imagination it is reality — I know you will never be
Well in Europe if only some one of us were there to see to your wants — How again and again I beg of you to do all I ask of you to keep in health as much as you can till some of the long life medicine with you to your little boy where ever you go — How do that for me I think I deserve that much for I suffer enough — Then do not impose on yourself any personal precaution now do not tell in your case it is a sin — don't do not grieve or feel badly for anything no matter what it is, I think you & we have experienced too much of God's Fatherly protection to distrust His resides — He will bring you home — and the sacrifices the same empires in you will be the brightest gems in your crown, I have always wished to see you a great saint in heaven & pray for that for years — It is good for us to suffer & seems to me heart suffering must be very rewarding. We will be very good to deserve to obtain what we ask —

X I won't tell you that I am up to day at the first sound of the bell I have not missed any thing — So you must not doubt me when I say I am not up.